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INTRODUCTION Dutch National Opera & Ballet is the ‘home’ 
of Dutch National Opera and Dutch National 
Ballet. Besides being a theatre, Dutch National 
Opera & Ballet is also a production house. 
Top-quality productions are created, produced 
and presented all year round by Dutch National 
Opera & Ballet. Nearly everything is made 

in-house – from the music and dance to the 
scenery, costumes, wigs, special effects and 
props. Situated in the heart of Amsterdam, the 
iconic theatre offers a magnificent view of the 
River Amstel and the famous Skinny Bridge. 
The various spaces form an inspiring backdrop 
for a whole range of special events. Treat your 

contacts and colleagues to one of our many 
performances and enjoy the unique experiences 
and arrangements on offer. The combination of 
outstanding talent, dedicated craftsmanship, 
advanced theatre technology and friendly 
hospitality is a proven recipe for a marvellous 
total experience!
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PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE 
RIVER AMSTEL

SUPPORT US WITH YOUR 
EVENT IN OUR THEATRE

CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY 
CERTIFICATION

FREE HIGH-SPEED 
WI-FI

FULL-SERVICE EVENT 
LOCATION

ADVANCED THEATRE 
TECHNOLOGY

ARTISTIC AND 
CREATIVE INPUT

EASY TO REACH BY CAR 
AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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SPACES From auditorium to ballet studio – the theatre 
offers a wide range of options for events 
accommodating up to 1600 guests. There is 
plenty of natural daylight for your daytime event, 
and at night the special lighting provides an 
atmospheric setting. The auditorium is a unique 
location for a conference, presentation, award 

show or premiere. And there are numerous 
other options – big and small – for dinners, 
receptions, fashion shows, lifestyle events, 
workshops and meetings. Contact us to arrange 
a guided tour to inspire you!

14 METRE 
HIGH 

FOYERS!

MAX 1600 5000+
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The three-tier auditorium, seating 1600, is one 
of the largest in the Netherlands. Its rounded 
form means that distances are short and 
each seat has a good view of the stage. The 
impressive starry ceiling is an artwork by Peter 
Struycken comprising 500 computer-controlled 
lights. The stage can be equipped with a large 

projection screen and can, of course, be set 
up in many other creative ways. Surprise your 
guests by using scenery or incorporating an 
opera or ballet performance into your event!

ADJOINING 
FOYERS 

INCLUDED

AUDITORIUM

1.600 STAGE  
22M X 16M
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The stalls foyer has three fitted bars and 
is ideally suited to a reception, trade fair, 
presentation or dinner. Smaller groups 
attending a performance can also use parts of 
the foyer for a private reception in the interval. 
The impressive staircase from the entrance hall 
can also be set up as a gallery with chairs and 

cushions. This creates a more informal, light and 
creative spot in the theatre for presentations and 
performances. The theatre shop is also located 
in the foyer, giving your guests the opportunity 
to buy a souvenir of the performance or event.

PANORAMIC 
VIEW OF 

THE RIVER 
AMSTEL

STALLS FOYER
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The higher foyers for the 1st and 2nd balconies 
each have their own bar and plenty of seating 
for your guests. These foyers can be used 
separately or in combination with the stalls 
foyer. The 1st balcony foyer also has access 
to the exclusive VIP room, where the theatre 
receives its important guests, which is suitable 

for a meet & greet, a press conference or a 
private drinks party. Going up a level to the 2nd 
balcony foyer extends your view even further 
along the River Amstel!

1ST & 2ND BALCONY FOYERS
m2
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The entresol is situated between the stalls foyer 
and the 1st balcony foyer and can be reached 
by the spiral staircase and the lift. Both during 
the daytime and at night, the big curved glass 
façade offers a magnificent view of the entrance, 
the River Amstel and the foyers. The light, airy 
space is finished off by two unique paintings by 

the Amsterdam artist Armando. The entresol is 
an ideal space for a reception, smaller pres-
entation or dinner. It can be used separately or 
in combination with the adjoining foyers. An 
adjoining semi-private terrace is available on 
request.

YOUR OWN 
PRIVATE 
FLOOR

ENTRESOL

165
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As the name suggests, this is where the theatre 
receives important guests, including members 
of the royal family and stars that have perfor-
med in one of the many productions. Featuring 
a chandelier and mirror wall, the room has a 
unique character. The VIP room has its own 
small pantry, cloakroom and toilets. It is often 

used for exclusive receptions before or after a 
performance. On request, the room can also 
be equipped for a presentation or meeting. The 
options include an exclusive dinner arrangement 
for a select company of guests.

VIP ROOM
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The Odeonzaal is the education studio of Dutch 
National Opera & Ballet, where the introductions 
to the performances are given, for example. The 
space was designed by architect Diederik Dam 
and interior designer Richard Hutten. The spec-
tacular glass skylight that can change colour 
and the wooden floor give the room a modern 

character. The raised sections at the sides 
enable a stage space to be built and stimulate 
creativity. The room is suited to many options, 
including a presentation, reception, afterparty, 
fashion show, exclusive dinner or workshop!

ODEONZAAL

325300

CREATIVITY 
AND DESIGN
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The ballet studios of Dutch National Ballet and 
the rehearsal rooms of Dutch National Opera 
are in intensive use every day. But when the 
dancers and singers are not using these spaces, 
you can receive your guests at the very heart of 
our theatre. Enjoy the full backstage experience 
and link your own event or a themed workshop 

to one of the art forms. You can complete your 
backstage experience with a guided tour of the 
theatre that gives a unique glimpse behind the 
scenes. The studios vary in capacity and are 
available on request.

BACKSTAGE 
EXPERIENCE

STUDIOS

EACH STUDIO 
IS DIFFERENT

m2

VARIABLE EACH STUDIO 
IS DIFFERENT
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ON REQUEST

The decoratelier in the Zuidoost district of 
Amsterdam is a unique industrial location where 
all the scenery is made. It is also a storage 
space for hundreds of rows of specially made 
costumes and props that are awaiting their 
next stage appearance. The spaces in the 
decoratelier vary in capacity and are available 

on request The location can be equipped with 
lighting, sound and catering to suit your event. 
We can arrange everything for you – from 
transport to a customised programme that can 
also include watching one of our performances!

DECORATELIER

VARIABLE

m2

INDUSTRIAL 
IN ZUIDOOST
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PRICES & CAPACITY

MORNIN
G (€

) 

AFTERNOON (€
)

EVENIN
G (€

) 

MORNIN
G + AFTERNOON (€

) 

AFTERNOON + EVENIN
G (€

) 

WHOLE DAY (2
4H) (€

) 

O.R.= ON REQUEST

AUDITORIUM 8.500 9.500 17.500 16.000 O.R. O.R. 1600 300 -  X 2500

ENTIRE FOYER 3.500 4.500 12.500 7.000 14.500 16.500 250 1000 1600 X  2900

STALLS FOYER 1.050 1.150 2.950 2.100 3.500 4.500 250 450 1000 X  1300

FOYER 1ST BALCONY 950 1.050 2.550 1.900 3.200 4.200 150 300 400 X 800

FOYER 2ND BALCONY 850 950 2.150 1.700 2.800 3.800 150 300 400 X 800

ENTRESOL 650 750 850 1.300 1.500 1.700 120 70 150 40 165

VIP ROOM 350 450 550 700 900 1.100 30 16 25 X  40

ODEONZAAL 850 950 1.050 1.500 1.800 1.900 200 150 350 60  325

STUDIOS O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R.  O.R.  O.R.  O.R.  O.R.  O.R.

DECORATELIER O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R.  O.R.  O.R. O.R.  O.R.  O.R.

NO&B EXCLUSIVE O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R. O.R.  1600  1000 1600 X  X
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ARRANGEMENTS The theatre offers various options for a unique 
evening out. You can take your guests to one of 
our many performances and enjoy a reception, 
interval, drinks or dinner arrangement. And you 
can make the evening even more special by 
adding a guided tour backstage, a meet & greet 
or an introduction to the performance.

All our arrangements can be booked for a mini-
mum of 20 people, and they include:
→ Luxury programme
→ Attended cloakroom
→ A personally reserved space in the theatre
→ Your own host/hostessCLICK HERE FOR THE 

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
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 PERFORMANCE ON LOCATION
Celebrate a special occasion with an exclusive 
performance by our dancers and/or singers at a 
location of your choice. Performances can be given 
either indoors or outdoors.

EXCLUSIVE PERFORMANCE
You can reserve the whole theatre just for you and  
your guests. Everything is laid on, including a reception, 
interval, drinks or dinner party. A truly memorable 
evening!

WORKSHOPS & TRAINING 
SESSIONS
We look for parallels between the business world and 
our art forms. This includes themes like leadership, 
communication and collaboration.

 ATTENDING A REHEARSAL
Every day, the dancers and singers train with passion, discipline and dedication, so that 
they can give world-class performances. Attending a rehearsal is a unique experience 
that gives you a close-up view of what their work and daily training involves.

 GUIDED TOURS
Tijdens een rondleiding komt u zowel voor als achter de schermen van het theater. 
Loop langs het indrukwekkende podium, de coulissen, solistenkleedkamers, ballet- 
en operastudio’s, rekwisietenatelier, de kap- en grimeafdeling en het kostuumatelier.
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-1
ODEONZAAL
A surprise underneath 
the theatre! A space 
for an introduction, 
presentation, dinner or 
party.

0
GROUND FLOOR
A convenient and 
spacious entrance hall. 
Plenty of opportunity 
for registration, 
branding and providing 
information.

 1
STALLS
1300 m2 of creative 
floor space, 14m-high 
ceilings and three fitted 
bars for your event.

 2
 1ST BALCONY
Access to the VIP room 
and the entresol.  
An unforgettable view – 
both day and night. 

 3
2ND BALCONY
The highest of the 
theatre foyers. How far 
along the River Amstel 
can you see?

The foyers and the entresol offer a magnificent view 
of the River Amstel, the Blue Bridge, the Skinny 

Bridge and the imposing canalside façades.
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CONTACT & ROUTE

CONTACTROUTE

Dutch National Opera & Ballet is easy to reach 
by car or public transport. In addition, there is 
a mooring space for canal cruise boats right in 
front of the theatre entrance. We would be happy 
to advise you about the best route and parking 
options, or to arrange suitable transport.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The metro from either Amsterdam Central 
Station or Amsterdam Amstel Station (lines 51, 
53 and 54) takes just a few minutes to get to 
Waterlooplein station. Take the exit ‘Stadhuis - 
Nationale Opera & Ballet’, from where there is a 
2-minute walk to the main entrance. Tram line 14 
also stops at Waterlooplein.

BY CAR
From the Ring A10, take exit S-112 or S-116, 
in the direction of ‘Centrum’ (city centre). 
Follow the signs marked ‘Stadhuis - Nationale 
Opera & Ballet’.

PARKING
Underneath the theatre, there is a municipal car 
park with 400 parking spaces. There are other 
car parks within walking distance of the theatre. 
Passes for the car park underneath the theatre 
can be obtained on request from the Sales & 
Events department

ADDRESS
Main entrance theatre
Amstel 3 
1011 PN Amsterdam

Stage door/offices
Waterlooplein 22
1011 PG Amsterdam

CONTACT
Sales & Events Department

 020-551 8123 (mon-fri)
 events@operaballet.nl

introduction

mailto:events%40operaballet.nl?subject=
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